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Named after Queen Nandi, the daughter of Bhebhe
and the mother of Shaka, King of the Zulus, Kate Sulli-
van Elementary School second-grader Nandi Iyanu
represents an impressive lineage. She was proud to
showcase her African heritage in a school event fea-
turing the continent’s music, dance and art. “I played
the drums and I sang and I danced to the music,” she
said.

Nandi’s father is Yoruba, one of the largest ethnic
groups in Africa, made up of more than 40 million peo-
ple concentrated primarily in Nigeria, Benin, Togo,
Ghana and Ivory Coast. This geographic region gave
rise to a popular call and response folk song called “Kye
Kye Kule.”

Traditionally sung by children as a game, Nandi
shared that it was her favorite piece to perform. “It
makes me feel very excited. I think the audience felt
happy.”

The audience also gained new knowledge as did
Kate Sullivan’s music teacher Sharon Tacot. “The more
I researched and studied and the more I learned about
all the different languages,” she shook her head in as-
tonishment, “there’s just so much there to explore. You
look at the map and it’s huge.”

Tacot selected diverse music from countries across
the African continent including Liberia, Tanzania and
Morocco. Students sang in Swahili and several other
languages and Tacot pointed out that “kids at this age,
they’re sponges. These kinds of experiences are inval-
uable and live performance, you can’t replicate it.”

Any successful production requires a hefty dose of
collaboration and determination which allows chil-
dren to practice valuable life skills. “All the research
shows that self-control is one of the most important
things. We can all be smart, it’s just a matter of perse-
verance, working together and getting it done,” said
Tacot. 

The teamwork aspect of the event extended across
disciplines and Tacot worked in partnership with visu-
al art teacher Emily Westfall-Crouch who was equally
inspired by Africa. “There’s so much you can do and
each country has its own thing.” She hung a map in the
art room and used it to chart the students’ course. “I
would put a sticky note saying right now we’re here,
and next week we’re going to be here, and the second-
graders are over here.”

Due to the richness of the subject matter, Westfall-
Crouch has focused on African art all year long, across
all grade levels. She also used the popularity of a re-
cently released film to reinforce some of the visual art
concepts she’s teaching. 

“The movie ‘Black Panther’ was the cherry on top.
Even if the kids haven’t seen it, they know the hype of
it,” said Westfall-Crouch. “We were doing Adinkra
cloth and I showed them a still image from the movie

where a character is wearing Adinkra cloth. They just
thought it was so cool.”

She went on to explain “elementary school kids are
naturally egocentric so it’s kind of opening their eyes
to what’s going on in the world and if we can use a
Hollywood movie or art or music, great. We want our
students to think beyond themselves.”

To emphasize that goal, the school event was
aligned with an awareness and fundraising campaign
for Wells Bring Hope, a nonprofit committed to provid-
ing access to safe water in Niger, the poorest country in
the world.

Second-grader Harper White created some of the
African inspired artwork auctioned off to benefit the
charity. “I told my dad about Wells Bring Hope and we
watched the video online. It made me feel sad that
some people don’t have water to drink in Africa.”

Now Harper and her friends understand that they
can be part of positive change by studying cultures dif-
ferent from their own, recognizing the needs and
working to address them in creative ways. “We can
learn how people live all over the world by seeing how
they sing, dance, and make art,” she said. 

Kate Sullivan Elementary School invites you to
make a donation to Wells Bring Hope if you feel so

moved. You can do that by visiting https://app.mobi-
lecause.com/vf/water/CarmenCox259.

Amanda Karioth Thompson is the Assistant Direc-
tor for the Council on Culture & Arts. COCA is the cap-
ital area’s umbrella agency for arts and culture
(www.tallahasseearts.org).

Students explore African heritage, music 
Amanda Thompson
Council on Culture & Arts

Some of the students demonstrated their skills on African style drums. AMANDA THOMPSON

Art teacher Emily Westfall-Crouch and some of the
student artists whose.artwork was auctioned off to
raise funds for Wells Bring Hope EMILY WESTFALL-CROUCH

Here is the quote from the survey: “72% of U.S.
teachers wish they received results from assessment
tests more quickly to help them modify their teaching.”

My initial response was “What, only 72%?” My sec-
ond response was to analyze what these teachers are
trying to tell us about the current system of testing,
which is disturbing at best.

Teachers play many roles daily, but a teacher’s main
function in the classroom is to impart knowledge and
nurture skills that a child didn’t previously have. There
are many different ways and styles of doing this and
teachers have many different tools at their disposal to
facilitate learning.

Testing is one of the tools in the teacher’s toolbox.
Testing is not an end unto itself, but, if used properly
can help an instructor be more effective in teaching.
The central purpose of testing is to find out what a stu-
dent has learned and what they are still having trouble
with so that the teacher can immediately home in on
the trouble areas, and re-teach so that the child is com-
petent in that area, and then move on.

This sounds clear enough, but the proper use of
testing is a tricky business and the improper use of
testing is rampant and can send a teacher’s best in-
tentions at instruction off the rails.

The first problem, which the aforementioned sur-
vey alluded to, is the wait time for feedback from the
test. Every teacher in America will tell you that the
more immediate the feedback, the quicker re-teaching
and correction can take place. The longer the wait time
between when a child makes a mistake and when that
mistake is corrected, the more worthless as a teaching
tool a test becomes.

Ideally, in a perfect world, the teacher would catch
the child making a mistake as they are doing it, and
immediately guide them to the proper way of doing it,
and then retest to see if they can do it. The longer you
let a child make the same mistake and the more times a
child does it the wrong way it becomes ingrained and
habitual and the longer it takes later to correct it.

The quicker the correction, the better. So, in the
case of many state-mandated tests, in which the feed-
back loop for teachers takes weeks or even months,
the original purpose of the test – to find weaknesses so
as to correct them quickly – evaporates and the test
becomes worthless as a teaching tool.

The second problem is that tests that aren’t created
by the teacher to specifically identify problems with
what is taught in the classroom are testing what, ex-
actly? If a teacher doesn’t know what is on the test or
how it is worded, they can’t at all be sure that the tests
are aligned with what is going on in the classroom and
with a protracted feedback loop, can’t rectify the prob-
lem anyway.

Quite simply, tests that aren’t generated by the
teacher for the purpose of insight into the child’s mind
and trouble-shooting where need be is in reality not a
tool for that teacher to be more effective. 

All of this brings us to the third and most problem-
atic problem with mandated tests outside of the class-
room is that it totally warps the purpose of testing. In-
stead of information gathering with the purpose of
correction, these tests become a form of punishment
for those who don’t do so well. “OK, Jimmy, you

flunked. Oh, well, let’s move on.”
Move on to where? To flunk again, because the

feedback loop is so long that it is now too late to help
the child with his understanding? To label children
and their teachers as failures, making the entire school
experience unpleasant?

To treat mistakes as “failures” instead of as useful

information that will help the teacher get the child
back on track. How about if we leave testing to the
teachers so that it can actually have a positive purpose
as a real instruction tool?

Bill Hoatson has been an educator in the Big Bend
area for 30 years. Reach him at billhoatson@ya-
hoo.com, or visit childachievement.com.

Testing should be a tool to get students on track
Bill Hoatson
Guest columnist

An average school day in Leon Coun-
ty during the 2015-16 year saw nearly 11
black students given an out-of-school
suspension and sent home for disciplin-
ary problems.

Leon falls in the middle of the pack
statewide in the number of out-of-
school suspensions given, barely crack-
ing the top 25 in percentage.

Yet, another metric found in the Flor-
ida Department of Education’s disci-
pline data for 2015-16, its most recent
available, jumps off the page:

The district’s suspension numbers
show a huge disparity between its black
and white students.

In Leon, black students make up 46.5
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A Tallahassee police officer was fired
after a motorist accused him of sexual
assault during a traffic stop Saturday
night.

In a rare Sunday morning news con-
ference, Tallahassee Police Chief Mi-
chael DeLeo made a brief announce-
ment.

"We immediately sent an investiga-
tive team to meet with the victim, for an
interview, to collect evidence, and coor-
dinate victim services," DeLeo said.

Investigators said the
took place in the area of
Road and Hermitage Boule

The officer, Vincent
hired by TPD in Januar
spending nearly 12 years
with Gadsden County Sh
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rectional Facility. Prior to
enforcement, Crump spen
in the Navy.
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Vincent Crump
‘betrayed values
of our agency’
during traffic
stop, chief says
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